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REPORT ON THE TEMPEMATURE DEPENDENCE OF ROCKET BEHAVIOR

ABSTRACT

Section I

It is pointed out that the temperature depenitence of
the pressure in rocket :.otors may be expected to be three
to four fold greater than the dependence on temerature
of the maximum pressure in guns.

This extreme temperature dependence is influenced by

two independent characteristics of the propellant pow.der:

a. the value of the exponent, a, giving the pressure
dependence of the burning rate, and

• b. the temperature coefficienL of the burning conbtant,
b, itself.

The lower values of the exponent n, which fLvor low
temperature cocfficients of pressure, may possibly be
favorad by inclusion of certain catalytic materiais in the
powder.

Lower values of the temperature coefficient of the
burning constant are favored by inclusion of dinitrotoluene in
the propellant, which is explainable. It is suggested that
the explanation may point the way to the search for .aterials
of better characteristics having the same effect as dinitro-
toluene.



.1
Complete failure at extremely low temperature or

pressures is presumably related to incomplete reaction of
intermnaiate gases given off by the propellant. These
failures may be obviated by inclusion of cobalt catalysts
in the propellant composition. These catalysts may possibly
have other desirable effects, such as reducing the exponent.

Unsatisfactory ignition, especially at low temperatures,
may be avoided by using specially coated propellant grains.

Mlarker paints, which change color at the unsafe tempera-
ture extremes could be used to reduce accidents.

Some experiments upon which these deductions are based
are described in greater detail. These include:

Section II

Evidence to support a picture of the mechanism of burning
as follows:

1. Heat supplied by subsequent reactions and conducted
back to the solid propellant surface liberates, by an endo-
thermal process, some highly reactive gas or gases. This

process proceeds at a rate determined only the rate at which
heat is supplied and controls the overall burning rate.

2. These gases, when Present at sufficient pre.sur,
react rapidly with one another or with ziaterial on the
solid surface of the propellant with liberation of sufficient I
heat to sustain reaction (1). The significant products
of this reaction are a white solid and probably NO.). This
reaction goes to completion at pressures of 1.5mm Or more.

3. The products formed in stage (2) react further, if
the pressure exceeds about lO:(nz to produce gaseous and liquid
products. Among these products the thermally significant
materials are nitric oxide and incompletely oxidized organic
compounds, specifically aldehydes. This reaction is
essentially coapleted at something less than atmospheric
pressure.

4. This reaction, which has been most studied, con-
sists i the oxidation of combustible organic products fron
reaction (3) by nitric oxide, and is much more slugCish
than the other 1,recding reactions. This step releases about
one-half of the energy of the overall reaction and is therefore
important. Because it is so sluggishi, this reaction is
believed to have no effect on the overall burning rate,
which is probably controlled by steps (1) and (2) or by (1)2 and 3.
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Section III

Titanium-potassium perchlorate mixture coated on the
outside of powder grains is shown to reduce the time re-
quired to ignite powder. Comparison with uncoated powder
seem to indicate that at low temperatures the burnin& is
more complete and rapid with the coated powders.

Section IV

The integrated thrust time divided by charge weight for
the 2.36" rocket, as a function of charge weight, at approxi-
mately constant temperature, is found to be constant above a
certain charge weight. Below this charge weight the total
thrust per unit charge drops rapidly, indicating incomplete
combustion.

-3-



SLCTION I

General

6ome experihentl ;orK on the niechanism of propellant
combustion has been underway for bome Liae at the );Ali Zic
liesearcii uaboratory. unly very recently has a project been
undert,,,cn looinL. to the improveiaen' oi tne performance of
the 2.36"1 rocet at high a ai lov, temperatures. *%s a consequence,
the experinencal wori performua wnich is airectly concerned with
the teaperature Uependence of rocitet behavior, is extre,1ely
meagre. On the other hans, the results of tiie previous more
fundamental studies on the inecnanisia of burning,- nave colored
the approach to the temperature aee:aiece problem. Tni. report
concerns iLself lisrgely -;ith projectea ana hopeful fielas of
investigation r;ther than with accompiiisnea experients.

It is customarily assumed that the 1inear rate of regression
of a powuer surface, 2, is a function of the temperature of the
powder, and of the external pressure, alone. Certain exceptions
to this iiill be aiscussea later. 1he uepenuence of 2 on pressure
may alv-ays be approximated by tne equation
(1) z =bn

wher6 b is a function of tWe powoer teimperature. (It is not
intended to imply here that the "power" law (l) is inneret±y
superior to aiotner freque.ntly used approximation, Z = a + bp,
Uhich may represent u beter fit for soluc powuers).

The nuber n in equation (1j has a value of ap,.roximateiy%
0.85 for many powuers. Since tne rate of egress of gses from
the nozzle is proportional to P, the e,.uilibrium. pressure, Pes

for po'Auer of constunt burniag surface, woulu be proporional to
£he 1/(l-n) tth power of the burning constant, b,
(2) Pe~ bl l ( ' - n ) = b?

Since the rix.±muinm pressure in a gun is rather closely proportional
to b2 , it is seen that the temperature coefficient of the pressure in
a racxeL motor mauy be thee to four fola tWe coefficient for the
maximuia gun pressure.

As far as choice of propellant is concerneu, tne improvement in
rocket benavior at extreme temperatures is to be sought by either or
both of two methods

jaba to decrease _q
to decrease the temperature depenuence of the burning
constant J.



In regard to method (a), the folloving may be said:

A change of n from 0.85 to U.70, Vithout alteration of the
temperature coefficient of tne burninj rate b, -;,ill naive tne
teinperature coefficient of the eq.uilibriwa u ressure.

Theoretical considerations inaicate tnat n probably eenas
on the effective oraer of the gas reaction in the L11e.UeU1;%te
products leaving the powder surf;ce. Ii tais oruer were unity
n should be 0.5, if the order were two n shouiu be unity.
Sufficiently jittle is known of Lhe mechani±m of this reaction
to maKe it improbable that tneoretical coniAuerations _lone wou.Lu,
in the near future, enable us to predict the lepenuence of n
on composition. iriere remains, however, one possioility. Certain
catalysts for the gaseous reaction way be ex,,ectea to wore liely
decrease than increase the order of tne reaction. The inciusion
of such catalysts in the powder, ..hicn is ueslirabie for Otner
reasons aiscussed later, ,aay possibly nave an effect tenAin-g to
decrease the temperature coefficient of tne pressure. Such little
information as has been obtdinea here as yet on possiole catalysts
is discussed in section ( II) of tnib report.

There is little coherent experi:-ental iniormation on the effect
of chemical composition on the exponent a. It does ap,.ear tnat
the Russian powder containiing dinitroluene (Dil) has lover n than
the usual Americ'n composition. it has been re~ortea (o'ally)
that the am.ioniura picrate-soaia nitrate ailternate pro.elant of
N.D.H.U. section 8 has n = 0.4.

In regard to Vie methou (b), the reduction of tne temaperature
coefficient of the burning constant itself, tau £olloing ifay Do
said;

It is frequently assuieu that the burning conistAit b is inversely
proportional to the heat necessary to bring (Au po'uer f-om its
initial temperature into tuie gas phhae in tne form of soiac intcrieulate
products. For pure nitrocellulose Vtis he t may consist aL.uAost
entirely of the integrates specific heat over tne tewperature of
about 2000C. For such a case b = bo/(Ti - T) where the constont,

Tip of dimensions of temperature will be approximately etual to tne

ignition temperature.

If the powder contains some relatively stable cowponent Anich
volatalizes unchanted in the initial aecompoAition of tne soliu, thls
heat will include the neat of vaporization of a as *sateriAl. -Juch
a material is DiT which has been recovered unchandeu from the proaucts
of partial burning. In trns case b will be inverbeiy proportional to



T + All - T where the ,IH terin is proportional to the heat
o vaporization of the stable component. The ratebjwill be
lowered ana the temperature coefficient aecrtaseQ. Di{T is
ktiown experihlentaliy to decrease burning rates and temaperature
coeffici ents.

Were the stable component to contain a better oxygen balance
than DNT the heat liberated in the subsequent gaseous reaction would
tend to partially offset the effect of tne extra neat of vaporization
in lowering the rate, but ivuld still leave temperature coefficient
low. There appears to be reason to seek such a component which
would be satisfactory for inclusion in powaers..

It has been assumed that the burning rate is determined by
the initial powder temperature ana the external gas pressure alone.
Lxperimental confirmation of this viewpoint is inaueLuate. inueea
some eviuence exists that it is not, in all cases, correct.

One minor effect, which is understanaable, may be mentioned.
The heat cunductiviLy of the powaer is certainly low comparea to the
burning rate, and presumncbly a steady state temperature aistribution
is rapidly set up in which the temperature of the soliu a few
humdredths of a millimeter in from the burning surface is essentially
that of the initial powaer. This vill, however, only be tne case
if the powder is opaque to raciation. If transparent, the radiation
from the burning gases wi±l continually neat the main bouy of the
powder, and the burning rate would be expected to increase
explicitly with time. This efiect v.ould be inuependent of fissure
formation, although presumably related to it.

The "chuffing" occurring in rockets at low loading uensities
indicates that the burning rate depends on otner factors than e
and initial temjerature. It appe-rs that this cnuffing occurs only
under conuitions in which the reaction characterizing tae burning
does not go to completion. A complete satisfactory expianation of
chuff iju is not at hand, but it is believeA that the pnenofienon is
intimately connected with the incomplete reaction.

It is believed that the burning proceeds in steps, the last
of %hich is the oxiuation of certain organic materials, prob-bly
largely aidehyues, by nitric oxide. This step goes onLy slowly
except at highly elevated dresuures. ThL neat liberatea in the
incomplete burning, %%hen the last step uoes not taie place, is
only roughly half the normal value for complete reaction. At low
pressures, and indeed even at pressures but little lower tnan those
occurring in some rocKets unuer operating conaitions, this rection
is so slow that incompletely reacted gases are ejected at the nozzle.
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The evidence for this belief lies in plots of the total

integrated thrust per unit charge consumed, against loauing,

for the 2.36" rocket. Lt high loauings, for .hich the burning
pressure is high, the thrust per charge weignt is constant,
independent of the loading. its the loading uecreases a marAed
break occurs, the thrust per unit charge aecreasing precipitously
with decreased loauing. This decrease begins when the running
pressure is about 150u-2000 p.si.

It is believed that the inclusion of catblysts containing
cobalt, or possibly other catalystb, mi6ht sufficiently speed
the slow end reaction to permit coiiiplete burning at low;er pressures.
This woula extend downwarcs the temperature limit, for normal
(although slow) burning for given aesign anu loading.

It is also contemplated that such catalysts might increase
the normal burning speed by bringing the "burning iayer" of gases
closer to the powder surface, ana possibly de-rease the tefyerature
dependence of the pressure by decreasing the burning law exponent n.

There appears to be a considerable delay period between the
firing of the igniter and tne true ignition of the powder.
This delay period is markealy increased at low temperatures.
It appears that po'a.ders coated with a titanium-potassium
perchlorate mixture ignite more recaaily ana uniformly than uncoated
powders. It is hoped tnat improved ignition may be obtaine ana
might result in improved performance.

Finally the use of paints which chbnge color at the aangerous
temperature extremes way be used to color rockets in such a way as
to reduce accidents.
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biECTION 11

Experiments on Burning of Celiulose Nitrate

The simplest hypothesis capable of accounting adequately for
the observed behavior of burning propellants requirts that the
process consist of at ieast two steps. These are first, the
conversion of the soliu propeliant to a mixture of gases, (an
endotherma process) the energy consiuaec by this conversion being
furnished by the second step, the highly exothermal subsequent reaction
of these gases to form the final prouucts of the reactUn.

1

This suggested that the attempt be made to aecompose the powder
thermally, removing the gaseous proaucts rapialy enough and at a
sufficiently low pressure to prevent tneir reacting furtaer. Unuer
these conditions it should be necessary to supply energy continuously
to maintain the uecompo.ition. The experiment was tried by piacing
a strip of ceilulose nitrate in the necz of a large flash evacuatea
to a pressure of O.ul m.m. of aiercury, and concentrating the radiant
energy from a roa-snajpeQ heatin; element on the powder with an
elliptical mirror. The powder .:as decomposed sior-ly, as snown
by the rise of pressue vjhich was aeasured by a MacLeoQ gauge. The
rate of evolution was quiteslow, and ceased wihen the source oi heat
was removea. This decomposition coulu be continuea for long perious
of time provida that the pressure in the flask was maintainea below
1.5 m.m. by suitable pumping.

The moment, hovever, that the pressure rose above -his v1 lue,
and regardless of whether the ceilulose nitrate Yas a fresh strip or
one that had previously been heated for some time, the decomposition
became self-sustaining ana .ould continue after removal of the heat
until the powder was completely conswned. The prouucts of this rapid
decomposition were not 4ases only, but gases plus a inite solid.
Chart No. 1 presents the results of two such experiments in which
pressure in the flask is plotted against time.

A series of experiments was next evide in which weirnea quiAntities
of powder were subjectea to this rapiL decomposition not in v cuum
but in various pressures of argon and arbon uioxide, anu the
resulting increases in pressure used to calcula t thu amowits of
gas evolved per gram of cellulose nitrate consuueu. These data are
plotted in Chart to. 2. The amounts of ccl.Lulose nitrate uecomaposea
were so chosen that the increase in pressure on uecompoiition was small
compared to the initial pressure, and hence the difference in volumes
of gas evolved bet.een the three points at lowest pressures may well
be experimental error.

1 J. E. Iayor, "Preliminary Report on Propellant Burning", Ballistic Research
Laboratory.



Up to 5 m.m. initial pressure of c rbon dioxiue, or 10 m.m. of
argon, an approximately constant volume, viz. 175 c.c. of gas per
gram of cellulose nitrate, is evolved. ut higher pressures the
volumes of gas evolved per gram of cellulose nitrate increase
rapidly, and the amounts of the white soliu decrease. When the
initial pressure of inert gas had been increasea sufficiently to
yield approxiinately 500 c.c. of gas per grairt of cellulose nitrate,
no more of the white solid was to be seen, and insteaQ the procucts
were entirely gases and liquids. Among the latter aldehyaes werealways prominent. Nitric oxiue was also always prominently present,

and since this gas is (in the practical sense) tne most stable of
all the oxIdes of nitrogen, these facts suggest that the final
reaction in propellant burning consists in the oxidation by nitric
oxide of the aldehydes and other organic compounds probably present)
to yield the final products of the burning.

It may be mentioned here that when we burned prop0ellant powders
containing D.N.I. under these conditions, a part at least of the
D.h.T is recovered unchanged.

In order that tne reaction might be consummated at higher
pressures, and aiso that iie might follow the heat evolved as
an additional index of the completeness of the reaction, succeecing
experiments were performec in a Parr calorimeter. The density
of loading as well as the litial pressure of inert gas was varied,
and Cnarts hos. 3 and 4 show the calories evolved per gram of
cellalose nitrate consuaed, as a function of the density of loauing.
Each curve is labeled *ith the inert gas 'ise- an its pressure. Une
feature common to all of these curves except that for 10 atm. of J
argon is that there is a region throughout wnich increase in the
density of loading causes a decrease in the heat of explosion. 'ihis
was investigated in the following way. An adcitional series of
runs was made in each of Ahich 25 c.c. of 0.1008 N phenylhyurazine
solution was introduced into the bottom of the bomb. After firing,
the reaction prolucts were allowed to react with the phenyLnyurazine,
whose excess was then titrated. Tne consumption represents most
probably aldehdes and kttones. These runs were made in the
presence of 1 atm. of COP, and it lill be seen that the curve
representing c.c. of phenylhyarazine consumed per gram of cellulose
nitrate has a horizontal portion at approximaately tne same dens2.ty
of loading at which the heat of explosion curve has a m1imum.
This lends a slidht additional reasonableness to the heat of
explosion curve, although the role of .hese aldehydes is not at .all
clear.

Finally, a series of runs was made in each of which 0.50
grams of cellulose nitrate was useu, and the initial pressure of carbon
dioxide varied from 1.0 to 62.2 atm. In acuition to zaeasuring
the heat evolved, samples of gas were withdrawn and aniAlybeu for
nitric oxide and nitrogen. Because of the extensive dilution
of t) e reaction products by the initially acaed carbon uloxice,
the f '. '.'s of these bnalyses are not too accurate, but c.,n, we
be 1: oe taken as substantial confirmation of the hypotnesis
that h. final reaction is



aldehydes, etc. + (2x + y)NO->xCO2 + yi20 + (x + y/2)42

The-results of this series of experiments are given in Table I.

It may be mentioned that although all of the work reported here
is done on cellulose nitrate, Bryce Crawford after learning of our
results obtained the same general benavior with uouble base por.ders.

To swuarize the evidence so far presented, we tnk it is very
piobable that the burning of propeliants takes place in the following
steps.

(i) Heat supplied by subsequent reactions and conducted back to
the surface of the solid propellant liberates by an endothermal
process some highly reactive gas or gases. This process proceeas at
a rate determined only by tne rate at which heat is supplied.

(2) These gases,ven present at a sufficiently high pressure,
react rapidly ,its one anothner or wita material on tae solid surface
of the propellant wits liberation of heat sufficient to sustain
reation (1) . The significant products of this reaction are a waite
solid arid probably NO2. This reaction goes to completion at pressures
of 1., m.m. or more.

(3) The products formed in step 2 react further to produce
gaseous and liquia proaucts. uiaong these proaucts the thcrinally
significant materials are nitric oxiue ana incompletely oxiaizea
organic colipounus, specifically aluehydeb. ilnis reaction is essentially
complete at sometn±ng less tnan atmospneric pressure.

(4) This reaction, which has been mos stucieu, consists in the
oxidation of combustible organic prouucts from reaction (3) by nitric
oxiue, and is much more sluggish tan tile other preceuing reactions.
This step releases ,bout one nalf of the energy of the overall
reactlon, anu is therefore important. uecause it is bo sluggish,
this reaction is believea to nave no effect on the rate of the
reaction, w;hich i. probably controliea by steps (1) and (2), or by
(1) , (2) anca (3).

It might be thouGht that the uensiies of loauing at wiUch tnis
final reaction is incomplete are L o small as not to re ,re ent
anything likely to occur in practice. it iubt be rceemberoa, ho.ever,
tnat in tnese bomb experi.rencs the reaction prouiects Are confined,
aLd continue c. react at ueclinjrg rates as tne temperature falls.
In a rocket on the other nanu, the 6 abeu are retaineu in the motor
ciiamer for h time uch saorter Wn,.n tais and may react very
incL.-pletely under conditions of te,riperature and pressure that vould
have resulted in complete re~ction in L. bomb. As a matter of fact,
we hAve invariably found tnese aluehydic intermneoiates in cases of
bao malfunclioning of rockets.

-10-



TABLE I

Initial PCO2, Heat of NO in gas N2 in gas

atmospheres explosion, vol. V vol. %
cal./gin.

1 530 30.4 11.1

14.6 611 15.8 19.3

28.2 630 11.1 22.9

62.2 988 0 29.4

-Ii



The conaitions outlinea here inuicate a search for a catalyst
capable of p'romnoting, Uie reaction (4). searcn of tne iterature
uncarthea no previous work on catalysts for oxia~t.ons by nitric
oxide, so one can only guess at what such a cotdiyst migkv. be.
The "catalysts" listeu in the table belAo were alL investigates
in the follo'A'ing way. A 0.5 graa stu pe of celiulose nitrate v;nen
burned in our bomb releases 530 cal/g. in the presence of 1 atia.
oi carbon uioxiue. A U.8 :ram sample releases 725 cai./6 .
Each catalyst tried was mixed dry with powdereu cellulose nitrate
in a concentration of 2%, and Q.5 gram anu 0.8 gram samples fired
in the bomb and the resulting neats of explosion recordeu. If the
catalyst sh~wea promise, 'it was also tried in a concentration of
0.5%

TABLE II

Catalyst % by Wt. Wt. sample, Heat of Explosion
in gns. cal./gm.

nitrocellulose

RgC12 2 .5 507

, 2 .8 512
CuCI 2 .5 582

.8 903
Cd C H 80C1 2 .5575

364 2 .8 928
CrO.CI 1 arop .5 986

.8 lou8
MqO 2Cl 10 2 .5 562

1 .8 942
Co.C 2  2 .5 598.8 1029
KOO 2 .5 797

.8 1038
0.44 .5 567

.8 1015
K2Cr 20 7  2 .5 943

8 978
0.44 .5 572

.8 1032
Cr20 3  2 .5 538

.8 1o0
T'02  2 .5 494

.8 580
ZnO 2 .5 567

.8 580
KC104  2 .5 860

.8 1041
0.5 .5 548

.8 1012
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Catalyst % by Wt. 'wt. sample, Heat of Explosion
in gms. cal./(In.

nitrocellulos e

CoC 0 2 .5 548.8 901
3 ( Po 4) 22 .5 495

.8 657
Co(Cl04) 2 .5 1098

.8 1040
0.5 .5 875

.8 1048
Co soap 2 .5 557

.8 848
Pb soap 2 .5 557

.8 1042
Co resinate 2 .5 713.8 "1095'

0.5 •5 567
.8 622

Mu resinate 2 .5 542
.8 549

Rosin 2 .5 530
.8 715

Of the "catalysts" listed. it is quite plain that a number
(CrO I KC10 . etc.) exert a beneficial effect mrelry by furni.,nhing
oxygen. Even a small percentage of oxygen is auvuntageoas since the
temperature of the reacting gases is thereby raisea to tnc joint

at Y-nich the NO decomposes sufficiently rapialy to supdort flurther
reaction. On the other nano, salts of cobbit exert an effecL which
seems to be truly catalytic. itmonj these thie cobblt suit of
abietic acid, cobalt resinate, seems to be outstazuizi. nere a word
of explanation is necessary. This substance wias prepi-reu here in
the laboratory by heating cobait oxiue v:ith ro&iL,, extracting
ano ding, It showed on analysis only 0.3k cobalt, .bout 1/30 rf
the expected percentage of cobalt. ihe percentajes of c;ta.lyst
recorded are perceLitages of this impure material, anu should be
divided by thirty for fair comparison wih Lhe other cta.yst!s if
the effective ingreuient is really cooalt abietate. Kn experierit
was run with added rosin, -hich wib totaliy ineffect~ve. ieace
the preparation of pure cobalt abietate seems inuic~ted. % sidle
attempt to prepure the nickel abietate was unfortunately wisuccessful.

Cobalt perchlorate was also particularly effective, as might
be expected. Unfortunately, mo.t of these catalytic investititions
were made in the week immeuiately preceaing the writing of this
report and are still in progress.

, -13-
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SECTION III

Closed Chamber Exiertents with Coatod Powders

A. Summ

Ineffective "ignition" has been suggested as one of the possible
causes of malfunctioning of rocket powders. A series of closed
chamber experiments maue at 210C (room temperature) and about
-40*C, showed that rocket powder grains, whLich nad been coated
with a mixture of titanium and potassium perchlorate, .ere much
easier to ignite than uncoated grains.

At about -40C misfires were avoided by coating the grains.
At 21 0C, the powder grains, which hau been coated, were ignited
and burned completely during a time period vinich was one-fourth
to one-half as long as the corresponding time period for the
uncoated grains. Tnis decrease in time required for ignition and
burning caused by coating was accompanied by no more than a slight
increase in the maximum pressure observed within the closed chaaber.
Comparison of the rccsults obtained at -360C and at 210C with coatel
bazooKa powder gri.ins shoieu that the rate of burning was substantially
the s.me at the two tcm'peratures. The pressures observed in the
closed chamber on firing coated Crains at -38OU were only a few
per cent less than the pressures observea at rooia temperuture. it
is concluded that applying a coating of titanium-potassium
percalorate mixture to povuder gr- ins renders their ignition easier,
quicker anu less temperature ae;endent. As a result the burning f
rate is probably aiso less temperaLure dependent.

B. Pur ose

'-This work was undertaken to nietermine whether the time required
for ignition and burning of rocket powcier at room anid subzero
temperature couls be snortened by applying, to the surface of the
powder grains, a composition coisisting mostly of titanium and
potassium perchlorate.

The conclusions are based on experitaents made at room
temperature ana only tuo experiments at about -40%G. Xhe tho
experiments were made on the day before this report was written.
unfortunately, time has not yet permitted adequate substantiation
of these results.

C. E2xPeriacnt.l Work

(a) Coating- the Powyder .6rains

The powder grains were coated as evenly as possible with
a composition ,onsisting mostly of a mixture of powdered titanium

-18- i



(two atomic weights) and powdered potassiun perchlorate (one
molecular weight) . The coating process conA.stoa of first softening
the surface of a powder grain by brief immersion in etnyl acetate,
then rolling in a thin layer of sui.ll flaKes of the tit iiuin-
potassium perchlorate composition, niaipuleting the coatcu grain
so as to secure auherence of the titajiwfl-potasbiwua percnlorate
flakes and finally heating for at least 16 hours at 8U'C to
volatize the ethyl acetate. !he flaiLed titaiui-jjota~siuLa
perchlorate composition consisted of 10 .,arts of titanium-potassium
perchlorate mixture and 3 parts of double base rocket powucr as a
binder. Further details as to the coating procedure are given in
Appendix I.

The powder grains were conventional double base rocKet
propellants. 'he amount of coating composition amountea to about
2.2 of the powder w;eignt for the bazooia powder and about 0.8% for
the 4.5 rocket grains.

(b) Closed ',han.ber Yirin

The closed chamber used was a steel cyiinaer closeu at
both ends by threaded plugs. 'he cna.ber was fitted with a piezo-
electric gauge of stanuard uesign. vn firing the weighed povder
sample, the electrical charge generatea by tne piezo-electric gauge
is amplified, and causea to deflect the spot on a catnoue ray
(oscillograpn) tube. The po.sition of tne moving obciliographh spot
is recored on a continuously moving pnutograenic fim. The firing
of the powder charge was carried out electric,lly by senuing a current
of sever,1 amperes tarough a fine ttuigsten ;.ire in contact with a
small roll of single base nitrocellulose powder in threau form. One
gram of thread powder was used in each firing.

In making runs at about -40 0 C dry ice was used to cool the
closea chamber and the poiaer sample. in these experiwents, the
powder sample was placed inside the chiwber before the ary ice was
applieo to the outside of the chamber. ihe tenperature wis ueterwined
by means of a thermocouple placed insiue the powcaer grain (Ji the
pow.der grains tested hau one axial perfuration). vuring the cooling
period, the opening threaded to receive the piezo-gauge was cioSed by
a plug so as to avoio freezing the gauge. Just before m"xing tue
firing, the piezo-gauge was screwed into place. 1he rest of the
firing was done in the usual %ay.

Allowance was mAde for the temperature rise of a few Qegrees
centigrade which occurs during tnefew wianutes requireu to ,'crew in the
piezo-gauge and maike tne electricbl coninections preparatory to firing.

The low temperature (about -40*C) Y.s rehcaed either by cooling
directly from room tewperature uwtil, the tnerraocoupihe inuicated a
temperature of slightiy bc.low -40"C or by keeiing at ary ice
temperature (about -65 C) for sever&l hours, then rcioving tne
closed caauber from the ury ice anri allowing the temperature to
rise gradually to about -4UQC. The first uethou of cooliub Yeas usea
with the coated bazooka powder and the seconu with tne coatea powuer
for the 4.5 rocket.
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The rilaximuil pressures Vwere computed from the osciliLoriph record
"Using the well estlis.eu, stanuara riethods. The oscJii.Logrzjj.h
record diAves, e >seritially, tric pressure as a function of the time
maeasured in mil.Aiseconas. The point in tine, at which tile switch
vcas closed to ignite the thread pov,%der, is also recordeu. on the
oscillograph record. The time elap.sed from the inbtant of' ciobing
of thle ignitor switch to the istant at which the pressure curve
reackies its imaximua has been taixcn as the UI.Lgnition ana Burning
Time (Total)". Values 'or the"Tin ieqi o rsuet
Rise from 10% of Aaximum to the Mtaximu~u Value" were also read from,
the oscillograph recora and are given in TabiesJlana IV.1

The cnemnical anujiyse Is and grain dimensions of the powders used
in these firin6 s are given in Tiable Y;

D. Discussion of Results

before atteinptin6 to evaluate the results, it seems advisable
to establishi a criterion for juauging the significa nce to be attached
to tile various values of pressure and burning time. labie Y
presents data obtained on making six repeat firinGs at rooma
tem~perature with s'ingle base ijo*;aer in *iihich all conuicions were Kept
identical, &s far as po~ si'Lle~ad in which the pressure ancl timre
ijea suring technLt~ue was the saiiie as that usea in the firings
reported in 'abicsJU and IV. This single base poocaer was 1551M.
hoitzer "green bag" cniarge and was in the form of singl e perforated
grains of.C' 0065" web thic~ness. Data prestnteci in Table VI' snaow
that' the alxeage of the pressure Qeviation is l.41YO of the average
ra~iun,presure, vhiule the average Qeviation in tiuie of' ignition

' .9.057 of the average vrlue.

The data in TLable Mi show that coating the bazoo~a povier with
the titaniumo-potassiwa percniorate composition has a number of
effects. The coating decreased the totai ignition ana burning
time at 21%C by 74 i; of that ooserved v.ith the uncoateU powdcer. The
maximum observei pressure at 2100 was increased by 7;,. The uata
are regarded as too meagre to attacn anyignificance to the uifi'erences
in time required at 2100 for the pressurc to rise from 10%; of the
maximuzm to the maximum value. The failure of the uncoateci po-.o-er
grains to fire at -380DC inuicates thle greater ease of ignition of
the coated grains uncder adverse conciltions. -attention is ai-LrecteQ to
*the fact that, at -380CI the pressure developed was only 6.5%o less
than at 2100. Work by Dr. Ri. B. Dow of thle bali-istic Research
Laboratory had led us to expect that tne maximum* pressure at -380C
would be approxi.;ately one-lialf of that at 21o(Q. it is not info %n
at present wxriether tne surprisingly hiLgh pressures obtainea at
-38'C with the coatea grains is due entirely to iimproveci ignition
or to other effects. ±nivestigations on this point are in progress.
The ignition and burning time of the coatea bazooia grains incre,:5.ed---
from an average of 0.313 seconuas at 21~0C to' 0.431 seconas at ~3~
lh,2 time req~uired for the pressure to rise from 10% of' 0 axi~num to
the maxiimum value was rie 5arly the samfe at -38'C as at 21 U for the coated
bazooka powders. Further experiments will be needed to estab-Lish
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whether significance is to be attached to the observed differences
caused by the lower toiarerature in the burning time and on the time
for the pressure to rise frow lU ; of the waxiiiu to tile maxim~um
value.

Data relative to the effect of the titan iuin-potas i um percalorate
coating on ignition ana burning of propelliant for the 4.5 roc~~et are
prese;ited in Table IY. The effect of the coating oni the inciximuill
pressure developed at -380C was the saine as wi~th the bazoo~a powder.
T.he effect of lowering the tein perature fromn 21'C to -40%C oil the
ignition and burning time of the eoatea 4.5 rocket gre-±ns was .Larger
than that observed with the coated bazooica po-;der. An explanation
of this difference might be sought in the possibility that at the time
of firing a lower temperature mnay have prevaiicd -in the web of tile
4.5 powder grain. It is recalled that the 4.5 powder was held at
about 765*C for several hours, while the bazooixa pow-rjer was not.

APPENDIX I 0F 6ECTION III

Coating of Powder Grains

The material used for co -ting the powder grains was prepared
as follows. i'owderea titanium (obtaineQ from, iet~ilic ilyriaes, Inc.,
Beverly, Mass.) anu potassium perchlorate (±isticerls, CP) were -iriel
separately for at .LeE.st four hours in an oven ixept at 80'2(.
139 graaL o" potassitum pcercalorate (corresponding to one grain
.olecule) were weitghed out Lnd carefully grounu by hanQt in a irtort~ir.
The ground potassium percnilorate was tnen Laixeci eith 95.8 gramns oft
powdered titaniua (correspunding to two atomnic weignts of this ii~

This inixina was carriea out by u6.ing a Spatula to Mix -rIU turn tn&,
titanlium anu potassiumn perchlorate opreaa out on a sneet of k'raft
puper. It is not believedi aavi,,able to use grinoing eqjuipmnent, e.g;.,
morarand pertle, to effect tae raixing of the titaniun anu t he

potassitum perchiorate due to anger of' settingo off the waterial. 4U
grains of the titaniun-potassium percriloraote jaxture were iaixcu with
eigh 't grams of couble base rocf.et po~iaer aissolvea in about 35 C.C.
of acetone to form a soft uough.1iie toass. More acetone was adued
from time to time during the mnixing to rzeep tnie wass pla-stic "nd
workcable. *The couipoition was thien diluted to a Lnin paste with
acetone, spread out in xnin strea~s on plate glass ana allovNeu to ury.
The dried streaacs were scrapeci off1 in tne form ol' fla~e6. fhese w~ere
screened using~ a piece of cop~per fly screeii of about 2 uiesn ,jer .inach.
The flakes passing throut~h the screen were used to coat tne poy-aer
grains.

Before actually coatind the po% cier grain:;, a thin, ne-.rly
continuous layer of the titmaniu;-potassium jercnlorate fiaxes
was spread out on Iraft ,aper. A povider grain was tnen !:ubwerteu in
ethyl acetate for about two sccoraa., tnen withc~rawn, ;Alio-.-. to k;r Ain
briefly anci then rolieu at once i.n the nitiurn-,otassiuz ;,crcnic'-ate
flakes spread out on the Kcraft paper. 'he flakces .ere brotjnt into
intimbate contact with the powder griAin by niiriing with the finatrs.
The po-iiuer grain %as tnen allo,,ed to dry for a few winutes zill
flakes which were not firmly neid removed by rubbing~ tne gra.in ,;urface
with the fingers. With a little practice, t.his tecnnit 1ue prouucce a
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powder grain alost completely coverea wivth a firmiy bonaed coating
of fla,cs of titanium-potassiu percnlorate mixture. The coated
grains were then &Iliowea to ury at least 16 hours in an oven
heatea Lo 8u0 C for the purpose of uriving off ethylacetate.

'The interior of the axial perforation of the po,er grains was
not coatea with the ti anium-VoLassin perchlorate compo6ition.
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TABLE V

Analysis and .rain Viiaensions of Rociet Powders

- Inalysis

Bzazooka Powder 4.5 Roc.et Po.yder(hot 1OV76) Lot 99 71)

Nitrogen content 13.23% 13.241,'
(of nitrocellulose
orponen t)

Nitroce.Lulose 58.79% 58.26
Nitroglycerin 40.56% 40.54 o
Ethylcentralite -1.01%
Diphenylamine 0 65% 0.19%
Total Volatiles 0. 37t% O. 67/
Moisture 0. 51%* Not given
Ash 0.6 % 0.5 %

*hVoisture content exceeds maximum permitted which is 0.40 .

Gr~an Dimensions (in Inches)

bazooka Powder 4.5 docket Powde-r
TLot 0976) (Lot 997 )

L ength 4.76 5.149
Diameter 0.371 0.878
Perforation 0.06 0.272
Number of Perforations 1 1
Web Thickness 0.155 0.3030
Density 1.63 1.62
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SECTION IV

Static Firing at Reduced Loadings

A. Summary

The practice rocket grenade (the 2.36" rocket) was fired
statically at reduced loading, and thrust-time measurements
were obtained. Normal type of equations were obtained for
burning rate vs average thrust and average thrus vs. k, the
ratio of powder area to throat area. However, a plot of the
area under the thrust-time curve per unit weight of po;ider, a
measure of the momentum released by the powder as a function
of loading, shows an abrupt falling off of available unergy
for charges below of normal charge. This
decrease of released momentum is accompanied by the appearance
of reaction products within the rocket body after firing.

The important variables in rocket design which affect the
burning of the propellant are the weight of propellant used,
its dimensions, the ambient temperature, the area of the
nozzle, interior dimensions of the rocket, and the ty~u and
size of the igniter. This report presents a brief study of the
effect of weight or propellant used, the other factors re-
maining nearly constant.

B. Fxperimental Work

The practice rocket grenade, Tll, using an aluminum
covered electric squib as igniter, was statically fired at
loadings from normal, 65.0 grams, down to 22% of normal.
Thrust-time records were obtained in each case, together with
visual observations. The powder used was standard.double base
rocket grenade powder having the specifications:

Nitrocellulose (13.25%N) 59.25 + 2.0.
Nitroglycerin 40.00 ;- 2.00
Diphenylamine 0.75 - 0.10

Immediately after each firing the rocket grenade was opened
and the interior examined. In several cases, unburned powder
was present, and such powder was weighed :o determine the
amount of powder burned. Motion pictures were taken of each
firing with a 120 frame per second camera. The results are
presented in Table III, and certain values plotted in
Figures 5, 6 and 7.

C. Disc ussign, of Results

An examination of Table III shows that as the loading
was reduced, a point was reached at which the powder was
only partially burned. Further reduction causes a series
of "churfs", with increasing consumption of the powder,
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until the powder is all consumed. Further reduction results
in a smaller number of "chulfs" of decreasing intensity.
Accompany these effects, is the appearance of residues
within the rocket after firing. These residues included
.-aterial of aldeirydic nature.

Figure 5 shows the area under the thrust time curve
per xuit of powder as a function of the initial weight of
powder At about the same loading that partial burning is
found, the momentum released falls off sharply. This effect
agrees with the presence of reaction products as indicating an
incomplete type of reaction. It may be noted that the ordinates
in this figure correspond to Pdt/k, which Golden (NDRC A-97)
has theoretically shown to b'a constant for normal operation.

Oa the other hand, plots of the burning rate as a function
of average thrust, Figure 6 and average thrust as a function
of k, Figure 7, show no discontinuities in these regions.
Data of Golden (NDRC A-97), for the same kind of powder in
the rocket grenade, are plotted on these figures and agree
very well.

When unburned powder was recovered, the appearance of the
powder correspoaded to that reported by En-iglish workers
(AC 1050) as to the waviness of surface, and increased burning
of the end of the powder grain at the closed end of the rocket.

D. Conclusions

Reduced loading of the rocket grenade gives results
comparing closely with those obtained at normal loadings as
far as burning rate and average thrust are concerned. The
total momentu;% released per unit weight of powder falls off
abruptly, however, in a definite region as the loading is
reduced. Since, however, the length of burning time has
attained its maxim;, before this region of partial burning
Is reached, it may be expected that this region will not
enter into a study of the normal rocket grenade. Long
burnin: itself gives unsatisfactory operation since the
operatoirs face will be burned.

Joseph E. mayer J. H. Frazer
1st Lt., Ord. Dept.

J. W. Perry H. D. Durnhea J. H. Weigand
lot Lt. Ord. Dept. lst.Lt., Ord. "ept.

C. Fennimore
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